Abstract -3D reconstruction of indoor scenes is important for lots of applications like SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping), VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality) etc. This paper presents a precise and low-cost 3D reconstruction system, which consists of a laser emitter, a monocular camera and a turntable. The system is firstly calibrated to determine the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera and laser plane. By rotating the scanning device, a serial of laser strip images can be obtained. With the proposed point cloud registration algorithm, multiple 3D profiles of the target scene can be computed precisely and aligned automatically. As a result, a complete 3D model of the indoor scene with color information and high accuracy can be obtained. In the experiments, some real scenes are reconstructed and evaluated from the aspects of both visual quality and measurement accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene modelling is an important aspect of game design, movie making and many VR and AR applications. The basic modelling approach is to use some programming languages such as X3D, VRML, 3DS MAX and Maya etc. [1] . Artificial modeling is time-consuming and laborious, and modeling accuracy and realism cannot be guaranteed, especially for some irregular objects in real scene construction. On the contrary, 3D scanning technologies can accurately capture 3D scenes in a short time and thus are widely used for 3D modelling applications.
There are many kinds of 3D reconstruction equipment and methods, which can be divided into two types: contact type and non-contact type. The typical measuring instrument of contact type is the three coordinate measuring instrument [2] , which has high precision, but is not suitable for the modeling of the scene or the precision of the object. Non-contact type reconstruction includes 3D reconstruction, photometric stereo [3, 4] , stereo vision method [5, 6] , SFS (Structure from Motion) [7] , structured light [8, 9] and so on. These have been well developed in recent years. This system uses a low cost three-dimensional reconstruction of structured light, which
This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Nos. 61375041, U1613213), Shenzhen Science Plan (JCYJ20150401150223645, JSGG20150925164740726) and The CAS Key Laboratory of Human-Machine Intelligence-Synergy Systems. Duhu Man is supported by a Sêr Cymru COFUND fellowship. compared to some of the structural light reconstruction equipment, is much more cost effective. Compared with binocular vision and the SFM algorithm, the feature points are easier to detect, and it is not necessary to measure 3D data by laser radar. Some recent RGBD cameras also have been used for the 3D reconstruction of indoor scenes [10] [11] [12] , like Kinect, TOF and RealSense devices etc. But, the reconstruction accuracy is lower than approaches which are based on visual triangulation.
The diagram of the proposed automatic laser scanning system is shown in Fig. 1 . The system consists of four components: one camera, one turntable, one laser-line projector, and mounting brackets. The laser and camera are fixed and mounted on the rotation table. During scanning, the laser-line projector remains open, the turntable starts from 0°, and the image with the laser-line is captured every α degrees. The program calculates the point cloud on the intersecting line of the laserline plane and the surface of objects in the current camera coordinate frame according to the image captured by the camera. The turntable rotates 360/α times to complete a complete scan. With the proposed point cloud registration algorithm, point clouds computed at various scanning positions can be automatically integrated by the transformation matrix that is calculated from system calibration. With a full rotation, a 3D model of the room with color texture can be obtained without user interactions. The reconstruction model presented in this paper is based on the perspective projection and pinhole models. The relative coordinate frames are defined as follows. A point in the world coordinate frame can be transformed from the world coordinate frame to the camera frame, and then to the image frame. Ideally, there is no distortion in the lens, and the pinhole camera model is shown in Fig. 2 . There are four coordinate systems defined in the 3D scanning system, i.e., On-XnYn: the 2D normalized image frame, On-XuYu: the 2D image coordinate frame, Oc-XcYcZc: the 3D camera coordinates frame, and OwXwYwZw: the 3D world coordinate frame. Oc is the projection center of the camera and the Zc-axis is the optical axis of the camera lens. The transformation from the camera coordinate frame to the image frame can be expressed as: 
where sx and sy represent the horizontal and vertical pixel pitch on the sensor, and (u0, v0) is the principle point. The image plane is located at a distance of f behind the projection center.
A is called the intrinsic parameters matrix, α and β are the effective focal length in pixels of the camera in the x and y directions, and γ describes the skewness of the two axes of the image. The transformation from an image point (u, v) to the world coordinate 3D point (Xw, Yw, Zw) can be simplified as:
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where c w H is a 4×4 transformation matrix which relates the world coordinate frame to the camera coordinate frame, also called the extrinsic parameters matrix. t is a 3×1 translation vector and R is a 3×3 orthogonal rotation matrix. R and t determine the position of the camera with respect to the world, I is the 3×3 identity matrix, and 0 is a 3×1 zero matrix.
When considering lens distortion of camera, there are deviations between the actual projection points (u', v') and the theoretical projection points (u, v) in the image [14] . For most lenses, the distortion model can be approximated as:
where k models the magnitude of the radial distortions. If the distortion is pincushion-shaped, k is positive, while for barrelshaped it is negative. To describe the mapping of a 3D point from the world coordinate frame to the 2D image coordinate frame, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters should be calibrated. Photogrammetric calibration and self-calibration are the two major categories in the field of calibration. The photogrammetric method needs to use a precision calibration block [15] , and the intrinsic and extrinsic parameter matrices of the camera are calculated by establishing the correspondence between the points on the calibration block and the image points. Self-calibration [16] estimates intrinsic and extrinsic parameter matrices based on the correspondence between image points and does not require a calibration object with known 3D geometry. Zhang [17] proposed a flexible and high precision approach for camera calibration, requiring only the camera to observe a planar pattern which can easily be printed and placed on a rigid planar surface shown at a few (at least two) different orientations. Thereby radial lens distortion is modeled. Using his proposed procedure, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameter matrices of calibration can be solved, and the distortion correction can be calculated analytically. It is evident from (2) that only knowing the image projection point (u, v) in the image coordinate frame cannot solve the 3D point (Xc, Yc, Zc) in the 3D camera coordinate frame, because any point on the laser-line projection appearing within the camera field of view is a point in the laser plane. If the laser plane equation can be solved in the camera frame of reference, the laser plane can be described as: 
where a, b and c are constants describing the laser-plane equation. Then the spatial points in the camera frame corresponding to the projection point (u, v) in the image coordinate frame can be determined by (2) and (4). Many methods exist to calibrate laser light plane. One of the common methods is to use a calibration block, which is a precisely manufactured object from which a few feature points can be obtained. Abu-Nabah [18] uses the rectangular notch calibration block successfully by having its top surface aligned vertically to the laser plane allowing calibration of the laser line plane equation. To calibrate the structured light plane, cross-ratio invariance is also a common method. Zhou [19] proposed a novel approach to calibrate the laser plane with free-moving one-dimensional target. The camera coordinates of a control point on the light-stripe can be calculated by the feature-line equation and its distance to the origin is calculated with its projective coordinates based on a 1D projective transformation. The laser plane was then fitted to these points. A calibration approach based on active vision for a light plane was proposed by Chen [20] , where the projection of parallel lines in the light plane are captured through translational motions, and the normal vector of the light plane is calculated from vanishing points. In [21] , a simple calibration method for deriving the structured light plane parameters for welding robots was proposed. The laser irradiates on the calibration plate during camera calibration, because the points on the intersection of the laser plane and the surface of the object meet the pinhole model. Moreover, according to Zhang's calibration method, it assumes the model plane is on Z=0 of the world coordinate frame, and detects the sub-pixel center of the laser line ( ) 
The laser light plane equation (4) can be fitted by using a series of laser lines on the calibration plates with different orientations as (8). 
By solving (8) via a linear least squares method, the constants a, b and c can be uniquely identified. Therefore, according to (2) and (4), we can calculate 3D positions of the points lying on the laser strips in the captured image.
III. ALIGNMENT OF POINT CLOUDS AT DIFFERENT SCAN ANGLE
In section II, the reconstructed 3D points are only defined based on the camera reference frame. While the scanning system is rotated, multiple 3D laser lines should be aligned together under the same world coordinate frame. Therefore, it is necessary to calibrate the turntable. If the installation of turntable and camera is accurate, the rotation vector coincides with the rotation axis and the camera coordinate frame will rotate around the turntable axis as shown by Fig. 3 . The camera coordinate frame at a certain angle α can be converted to a fixed coordinate frame O-XYZ by (9). 
However, in practice, it is impossible to obtain the ideal mounting of bracket and camera. The camera coordinate frame doesn't revolve around the vertical support but around a rotation vector as shown by Fig. 4 . It is difficult to estimate the transition matrix between Oc0-Xc0Yc0Zc0 and O-XYZ by manual measurement. Therefore, we propose a method to obtain the transformation matrix of the camera from different positions to the fixed coordinate system and realize the point cloud integration automatically. According to [17] , the calibration plate plane lies on Z=0 of the world coordinate frame during calibration. The transformation matrix which relates the world coordinate frame to the camera coordinate frame was obtained after calibration. Therefore, if two cameras located at Oc0 and Oc1 take a fixed calibration plate respectively, we can get their transformation matrices as: 
H H Tr (10) After obtaining the camera coordinate frame transformation matrix of a fixed rotation angle, at the angle of a=n×α (n=0, 1, 2. .. 360 / a     ), the camera coordinate frame can be transformed to the fixed coordinate frame as:
In order to improve the computation speed, Tr n is stored as a look-up-table. Therefore, the system can take pictures every α degrees. By solving each point cloud, and transferring the point cloud to a fixed camera frame, a complete 3D model can be obtained.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental setup consists of a USB 3.0 camera with resolution of 1280×1024 pixels, and a lens with a 6mm focal length. A red line laser with an emitting angle of about 90° is used. After the scanning system is installed, the camera can be calibrated using the method of Zhang. The calibration took a total of 23 calibration plate images, of which the last four are used to fit the laser plane equation. The last two are used to estimate the rigid transformation matrix of camera before and after rotation. In order to get a more dense point cloud, this experiment takes α=0.1°. The intrinsic parameters matrix A and the transformation matrix Tr obtained by the calibration of camera are shown in Table I .
The calibration matrix of each calibration plate is obtained. The center points of laser line are extracted from the last four graphs respectively as shown in Fig. 5 . According to the equations (5) - (7), we can get the 3D points (Xci, Yci, Zci), i=1, 2...n in the camera coordinate system. Then, according to these points, equation (8) is used to fit the laser plane to obtain the coefficients of the laser plane equation.
With the laser plane equation, simultaneously the camera model can be adopted to solve the 3D coordinates of the laser line. The point of the inverse solution is compared with that of the calibration solution, and the correctness of the laser plane can be verified by the standard deviation of the two sets of data in three directions. Comparison of the two experimental results is as shown in Fig. 6 , where the standard deviation of the X direction was 0.02 mm, the Y direction was 0.11 mm, and the Z direction was 1.13 mm. To verify the system measurement accuracy, a flat glass surface is used. The glass has a distance of ~2.5 m to the camera. We selected points on the wall as a reference, with the vertical and horizontal distance between them being 300 mm. By measuring the distance between horizontal and vertical markers on the glass surface, the results show that, the average distance measured was 299.84 mm, and standard deviation was 0.87 mm as shown by Fig. 7 . To make the point cloud with color information, a relay and a single chip microcomputer is developed to synchronize the camera, turntable, and laser. The system can take an image with laser projection and another image without laser projection in the same positions. Image subtraction obtains the laser stripe pattern. Next, the laser stripe extraction algorithm can be adopted to extract the stripe center. This approach improves the robustness of laser strip extraction algorithm, and also provides color information for the laser strip points. An experiment is shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8a shows two objects with color texture, 8b shows the reconstructed 3D point clouds, and 8c shows the color 3D point clouds. By placing the scanning system in the center of a room, a full scanning is operated and the dense 3D point cloud is obtained as shown by Fig. 9 . The size of the room is 3820 mm × 6150 mm. From the reconstruction results, the measured size of the room is about 3818 mm × 6141 mm. The top view of the reconstructed room scene is as shown by Fig. 9a . Two side views with and without color are displayed by Fig. 9b. A part of the room scene is enlarged and displayed in Fig. 9c . 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an automatic and accurate 3D scanning system for the reconstruction of indoor scenes. The system works based on the laser line scanning principle. By the proposed calibration method, both camera and laser plane can be precisely calibrated. To align multiple laser profiles, a novel registration method is introduced. By the proposed laser strip detection method, both a point coordinate and its color information can be obtained. In the experiments, the measurement error can be controlled within 1 mm at a working distance of 2.5 m. With a full scanning procedure, the room scene can be reconstructed automatically with high precision. Such a system can be widely used for the indoor scene reconstruction for different applications like SLAM, VR/AR etc. Future work can address how to expand the scanning range by the usage of fisheye cameras, which will broaden the scanning range and get a more complete 3D room model.
